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Dear Mayor and Council,
As you may know, the Province launched an aggressive schedule for collecting feedback on what they should
consider as they pursue legalizing cannabis within the forthcoming federal legalization framework. Based on Council
direction to date, as well as feedback from external partners and an initial public survey, staff have prepared the
attached memo, which addresses the specific questions posed by the Province that relate to municipal jurisdiction.
Given the short window of time to collect feedback and the fact that staff expect that this is the beginning of a
multi-month process to hold engaged dialog with the Province on their approach to legalization, staff did not seek
formal Council endorsement on this initial submission to the Province. Staff expect to bring forward to Council more
detailed and comprehensive considerations over the course of the next few months, particularly after we receive
more direction from the Province on their ideas.
Staff have submitted this feedback today (the deadline) and will work closely with Council over the next few months
to review the current marijuana dispensary framework and develop a revised municipal regime in partnership and in
alignment with the Province.
Please contact me or Kaye Krishna if you have questions about the attached or would like to further discuss our
approach to moving forward with the Province.
Best,
Sadhu
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